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Make your case: Travellers can now customise and  
personalise their smart luggage with the launch of HORIZN ID 

 
 

• Introducing HORIZN ID: Travellers can now create their own original smart luggage 
• Express yourself with over 3,000 design combinations: Mix and match ten shell 

colourways with five new accent shades to customise wheels caps, handle and 
luggage tag 

• Turning five: The smart luggage brand has launched yet another innovative service 
to celebrate its fifth anniversary this year 
 
 

 
 
London, 9th January 2020: Today, Horizn Studios has launched HORIZN ID, a new 
customisation tool that lets travellers create truly individual luggage.  
 
The smart travel pioneers invite people to design their own luggage and put their spin on the 
brand’s signature M5 and H5 cabin cases.  
 
Just as no two destinations or travel experiences are the same, no two travellers need now 
have the same luggage. With HORIZN ID, peoples’ travels can inspire the design of their 
luggage, from the turquoise waters of Tulum to the “Pink City” in Jaipur, India. 
 
Championing originality and creativity, Horizn Studios has launched HORIZN ID to kick off 
celebrations for its five-year anniversary in 2020. 
 

 
 



 

There are over 3,000 ways that people can customise their HORIZN ID case, and designing 
one is seamless and fun with Horizn Studios’ innovative new digital design tool.  
 
Travellers can select from one of ten base colourways, ranging from ‘Night Blue’ and ‘Pale 
Rose’ to ‘Marine Green’ and ‘Blue Vega’, for the shell of their M5 or H5 case. Next up, they 
then choose from a further five accent shades to customise the telescopic handle, wheel caps 
and monogram on their luggage tag.  
 
As part of the launch, Horizn Studios has introduced five new accent colours into its palette 
for these customisable components: ‘Blue Bolt’, ‘Purple Blaze’, ‘Flamingo Crush’, ‘Matcha 
High’ and ‘Teal Spark’.  
 
Travellers are free to mix and match these together as they choose, selecting a different colour 
for each part to style them to their chosen shell. As a final personal touch, they can monogram 
the luggage tag with their initials in any one of the five new accent colours.  
 
The unveiling of HORIZN ID marks the brand’s latest move to bring together a creative 
community across the world that disregards boundaries and champions curiosity.  
 
Stefan Holwe, Co-founder of Horizn Studios, commented:  
“When we entered the game nearly five years ago, we had a vision of a truly connected global 
community – one which exists in a world with no boundaries. This is why we’ve always stood 
up for the boundary pushers, shakers and game changers. With HORIZN ID, travellers can 
now explore the world in a way that is totally unique to them.”  
 
Travel with Horizn Studios’ signature smart features 
 
Every HORIZN ID case comes with the innovative smart features Horizn Studios has 
pioneered in the travel industry: the integrated, removable smart charger, so travellers can 
stay powered up at every stage of their journey; a compression pad to maximise storage and 
keep clothes wrinkle-free; and a hidden laundry bag for smarter organisation (and fresh 
clothes).  
 
All Horizn Studios luggage is made from aerospace-grade polycarbonate and sits on high-end 
360° Japanese spinner wheels. Model M5 is also designed with a water-resistant front pocket 
for an up to 15” laptop and travel essentials, making it perfect for tech-fans who carry laptops 
and tablets wherever they go.  
 
The launch follows Horizn ONE, the world’s first luggage for space travel. Created in 
collaboration with 18-year-old astronaut-in-training and future Mars traveller Alyssa Carson, 
the case sports a variety of futuristic design features to make travel to space seamless.  
 
Designing luggage for next generation travellers, Horizn Studios was also the first luggage 
brand worldwide to introduce removable smart chargers and to launch luggage with an 
integrated personal assistant service. 



 

 

 
 

Your travels colour your identity. Now your identity can colour your luggage. 
 
HORIZN ID luggage starts at £270 for the H5 model and £330 for the M5. HORIZN ID is 
available exclusively online at horizn-studios.co.uk and at Horizn Studios’ London 
store at 29 Redchurch Street, Shoreditch. 
 
HORIZN ID luggage is configured in Germany and shipped within 10 days. 
 

ENDS 
 
Notes to Editors  
 
For more information, press samples and interview opportunities with Horizn Studios’ co-
founders, please contact Holly and Charlene via horizn@manifest.london. 
 
Head HERE for high-resolution images. 
 
HORIZN ID specifications 
 
M5 smart case (RRP. from £330) 
Cabin luggage, 33L, pack for up to a week 
One-click removable smart charger – cabin approved for all airlines 
High-end Japanese 360° spinner wheels 
Aerospace-grade polycarbonate hard shell 
Water-resistant front pocket for up to 15” laptop and travel essentials 
Inbuilt compression pad and premium laundry bag 
Shell available in All Black, Night Blue, Graphite, Dark Olive, Sand, Marine Green, Blue Vega 
 
H5 smart case (RRP. from £270) 
Cabin luggage, 35L, pack for up to a week 
One-click removable smart charger – cabin approved for all airlines 
High-end Japanese 360° spinner wheels 



 

Aerospace-grade polycarbonate hard shell 
TSA-approved lock 
Inbuilt compression pad and premium laundry bag 
Shell available in All Black, Night Blue, Graphite, Dark Olive, Light Quartz Grey, Pale Rose, 
Blue Vega 
 
About Horizn Studios 
Horizn Studios is an international Smart Travel Brand, founded in 2015 by Stefan Holwe and 
Jan Roosen. As Europe’s leading smart luggage brand, the company’s unique approach fuses 
developments in technology with first-class design to perfectly meet the needs of today’s tech-
savvy digital nomads. The international team, representing 30 countries, operates out of the 
brand’s Berlin headquarters. As Europe’s first vertical online-player in the luggage industry, 
and its first Smart Luggage Brand, Horizn has received special attention off the back of global 
collaborations with Beats, Soho House, BMW and DJ Seth Troxler, among others. Horizn 
Studios was the world’s first brand to integrate a removable charging device and optional GPS 
tracker into its luggage, and the world’s first travel brand to offer luggage with its own Personal 
Travel Assistant service. The full range of high-quality bags and accessories can be purchased 
on the Horizn Studios website and at its Berlin and London flagship stores. 


